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This invention relates generally to underwater sand 
blasting and more particularly is directed towards new 
and improved systems for the efficient delivery of air and 
sand mixtures to sandblasting guns in underwater opera 
tions. 

Sandblasting as a cleaning technique has been practiced 
for many years and has been found useful for the clean 
ing of castings and other metal work in addition to abrad 
ing surfaces for useful as well as decorative purposes. 
Sandblasting also has been widely used for the periodic 
cleaning of buildings, bridges, ships and similar struc 
tures. Heretofore, sandblasting has been used only for 
above water applications. However, in my Patent No. 
3,256,642, dated June 21, 1966, there is disclosed an un 
derwater sandblasting gun specifically designed and 
adapted for carrying out efficiently the cleaning of un 
derwater surfaces by sandblasting. The present invention 
concerns itself with the provision of improved systems 
for supplying a flow of sand and air mixture in sufficient 
volume, at the proper pressure and at the proper velocity 
for efficiently carrying out underwater sandblasting opera 
tions. 

Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention to 
provide improvements in sandblasting systems having 
particular utility in underwater sandblasting operations. 
Another object of this invention is to provide sand 

blasting systems adapted to deliver a flow of high-pres 
sure high-velocity air and sand on a continuous basis to 
a gun located below the surface of the water. 
More particularly, this invention features a system for 

use in underwater sandblasting operations comprising a 
source of compressed air, a gun to be located below the 
surface of the water, a conduit connecting the gun to the 
source of compressed air, a feeding system connecting 
the conduit to a supply of abrasive particulate material, 
means for producing a high-velocity mixture of air and 
sand within the conduit and means connecting the con 
duit to the supply system to improve evacuation of the supply system. 
However, these and other features of the invention, 

along with further objects and advantages thereof, will 
become more fully apparent from the following detailed 
description of preferred embodiments of the invention, 
with reference being made to the accompanying drawings, 
in which: 

FIG. 1 is a view in side elevation partly in section of 
a system for use in underwater sandblasting made accord 
ing to the invention, and 

FIGS. 2, 3 and 4 are views similar to FIG. 1 but show 
ing modifications thereof. 

Referring now to the drawings, the reference character 
10 generally indicates a compressed air system comprising 
a motor 12, an air compressor 14 and a charging tank 
16. The tank 16 is connected by a conduit 18 to a dispens 
ing tank 20 which, in turn, is connected by a conduit 22 
to an underwater sandblasting nozzle 24 preferably of 
the sort shown in my Patent No. 3,256,642 dated June 
21, 1966, located below the surface of the water and, in 
operation, is spaced from and directed at a surface 26 
to be cleaned. 
The dispensing tank 20 comprises a hopper 28 mounted 

on top of the tank directly above a vertically moveable 
filling valve 30. This filling valve 30 is controlled by 
means of an air line 32 connected to the conduit 18 and 
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passing into the tank 20. It will be understood that the 
filling valve 30 automatically closes when air passes 
through line 32 and automatically opens when air is ex 
hausted through a three-way valve 34. The tank 20 is 
thus maintained under a pressure to balance with the 
pressure within a mixing chamber 36 located at the base 
of the tank 20 and feeding into the conduit 22. With the 
pressures balanced between the mixing chamber 36 and 
the interior of the tank 20 abrasive particulate material 
38, such as sand or the like, will drop freely by gravity 
through the mixing chamber 36 into the conduit 22. A 
gate valve 40 may be provided to control the flow of 
sand 38 through the mixing chamber. 

In the operation of the system, it is necessary that the 
discharge pressure at the nozzle 24 be greater than the 
Water pressure surrounding the nozzle. It has been found 
that in depths down to 30 feet or so, air pressure of 80 
p.s. i. or more is required for efficient cleaning to take 
place. In depths down to about 100 feet a pressure of 
100 to 175 p.s. i. is required to obtain effective sandblast 

... cleaning. In addition to sufficient air pressure to overcome 
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the water pressure, it is also necessary that there be a 
relatively high volume output of air from the compressor 
and for general underwater work a capacity of 125 cubic 
feet per minute is required. Various types of abrasive ma 
terial may be used and, in practice, sea sand or silica sand 
is preferred since they possess greater hardness and are 
rougher grained than lake or river sand. Abrasives such 
as steel grit and shot may be employed but these materials 
are more expensive and the nature of the work does not 
permit convenient recovery of the abrasive as may be 
done with open-air sandblasting. 

Referring now more particularly to FIG. 2 of the draw 
ings, there is illustrated a modification of the invention 
and in this embodiment an air compressor system 10 is 
connected by a conduit 42 to an eductor 44 which takes 
suction on a pile 46 of abrasive material through a con 
duit 48. The eductor 44 is connected by conduit 50 to 
a nozzle 52 for underwater sandblasting. 

In FIG. 3 there is illustrated another modification of 
the invention and in this embodiment an air compressor 
system 10 is connected to a dispensing tank 54 of a con 
struction similar to that of the tank 20 in FIG. 1 with 
the exception that a line 56 has been added to deliver 
a flow of pressurized air to the base of the hopper to facil 
itate clearing the sand through the filling valve. The dis 
charge from the dispensing tank 54 is delivered to a con 
duit 58 into a venturi tube 60 which increases the velocity 
of the sand and air mixture and thereby provides an im 
proved underwater cleaning. A conduit 62 connects the 
venturi 60 to a nozzle 64. 

Referring now more particularly to FIG. 4 of the draw 
ings, there is illustrated a further modification of the in 
vention and in this embodiment a relatively high pres 
sure water pump 66 taking suction on a line 68 delivers 
a flow of pressurized water through a conduit 70 into a 
sand dispensing unit 72. This unit includes a hopper 74 
having a flow control valve 76 for delivering a flow of 
sand into an eductor 78. The eductor 78 is operated by 
a flow of pressurized water introduced through a line 80 
and discharging as a mixture of sand and water into a 
tank 82. Within the tank 82, the air and water mixture 
is delivered by a tube 84 into a second eductor type mix 
ing station 86 where it is combined with a flow of high 
pressure water fed through a tube 88 and the combined 
discharges are fed into a single conduit 90 for delivery 
to a nozzle 92 located under water. 
The systems illustrated and described herein are par 

ticularly useful for underwater sandblasting and are 
adapted to provide the continuous flow of high-pressure, 
high-volume and high-velocity output which is required 
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for efficient underwater sandblasting operations. The sys 
items are relatively simple and yet are well adapted for 
efficient operation without clogging of the lines as occurs 
frequently with conventional systems. 

While the invention has been described with particular 
reference to the illustrated embodiments, it will be un 
derstood that numerous modifications thereto will appear 
to those skilled in the art. Accordingly, the above descrip 
tion and accompanying drawings should be taken as illus 
trative of the invention and not in a limiting sense. 

Having thus described the invention, what I claim and 
desire to obtain by Letters Patent of the United States is: 
A system for underwater sandblasting, comprising 
(a) conduit, 
(b) a nozzle adapted for use underwater connected to 
one end of said conduit, 

(c) means connected to the opposite end of said con 
duit for delivering to said conduit a flow of fluid 
at a sufficient pressure and velocity and in sufficient 
volume to discharge through said nozzle when said 
nozzle is disposed under water, 

(d) means for storing a quantity of particulate abra 
sive material in proximity to said conduit, 

(e) feeding means responsive to the flow of said fluid 
for transferring regulated amounts of said abrasive 
material from said storing means into said conduit, 
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4. 
(f) said feeding means including a hopper adapted to 

dispense a flow of abrasive material, a pressure tank 
disposed below said hopper to receive said material 
and connected to said pressurized fluid, a fluid pres 
Sure responsive valve mounted in said tank for con 
trolling the flow of said abrasive material into said 
tank and a mixing chamber connecting said tank to 
said conduit wherein said abrasive material is mixed 
with said fluid, and, 

(g) venturi means connected to said conduit means 
between said nozzle and said feeding means for in 
creasing the velocity of said fluid and abrasive ma 
terial. 
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